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A finesse Is an attempt to promote a lesser honour which could be beaten by an opponent's 
higher honour. You are hoping the critical missing honour is favourably placed. 

Lead TOWARDS the honour that you are trying to promote to a winner  

 
 
1. You need to make one trick in the following example: 

K83 974 

If the ace is with South you will succeed in making 1 trick as long as you lead from the 
East hand TOWARDS  the king. 

 

2. You need to make 2 tricks in the following example: 

AQ3 974 

If the King is with South you will succeed in making 2 tricks as long as you lead from the 
East hand TOWARDS the Queen. 
 

 

 

3. You need to make 3 tricks in the following example: 

AQJ 974 

If the king is with South you will succeed in making 3 tricks as long as you lead from the 
East hand TOWARDS the Jack. If it wins return to the East hand and lead towards the 
queen. 

 
 

4. You need to make 2 tricks in the following example: 

KQ3 974 

If the ace is with South you will succeed in making 2 tricks as long as you lead from the 
East hand TOWARDS your honours twice. If the king wins return to the East hand and 
lead towards the queen. 

 
5. You need to make 2 tricks in the following example: 

KJ9 754 

If the critical honours (ace and Q) are with South you will succeed in making 2 tricks as 
long as you lead from the East hand towards your honours twice, but you must finesse 
the 9 first (called a deep finesse). If this fails then next time you win the lead you lead to 
the king. The mathematical odds of making two tricks are roughly 40%.  

If you make the mistake of finessing the King first and it succeeds, your Jack will fall to 
the opponents’ ace or queen.  

 



 
6. Retaining the Finesse Position 

AJ34 K652 

Here you are missing just one high honour and intend to finesse the Jack, hoping that 
South holds the Queen. The correct play is to run the King first to see if anything 
interesting happens, and then lead to the Jack, on the second round. This caters for the 
possibility that North has a singleton queen, in which case you won’t lead to finesse.  

 

 
 

 
7. The exception to leading the honour you wish to promote. ` 

A83 QJ10 

When you are missing no significant honour apart from one key missing honour, you can 
afford to lead the honour card that you wish to promote. Here lead the Queen, planning to 
run it (let it win) unless South covers with the King, which will be overtaken by the ace.  

 

 
8. The most common mistake made when finessing: 

AK843 J2 

Do not lead the Jack! If South has the Queen he will play it (cover an honour with an 
honour) and you will win just two tricks. The only hope of winning a trick with the Jack is 
to lead TOWARDS it, hoping that North has the Queen. 

 
9. Finesse or Drop.  
 
With one missing honour in a suit, you have a choice. You can take a finesse or you cn lead out te 
higher honours hoping that the missing honour will drop. Here is how to decide: 
 

1. Work out how many cards are missing 
2. Assume the suit splits as evenly as possible,  
3. Mentally place the missing honour win the longer length 
4. If it will drop, go for it, otherwise finesse 

QJ1098 A7654           Finesse – run the Queen 

J1098 AK32            Finesse  - run the Jack  

J1098 AK432           Play for the drop  

QJ1098 A76543           Play for the drop 

 

 
 
 

 


